1 to 1 rx e~iix p(x) = -iHo (ix) = -I -di,.
2 2x/_00 (1 + F)1 '2 In the case of this second kernel Carrier obtained, for the largest eigenvalue of (1.1), the asymptotic expression(') t2 t(tt + 2) X = 1-+-+ o(A~3). &A2 8A3
As for general kernels p(x), little has been proved but much has been suspected.
Bellman and Latter [l] have obtained upper and lower bounds for the largest eigenvalue of (1.1) for quite general p, these bounds, however, being rather weak for most interesting kernels. More to the point is a conjecture of Kac, Murdock, and Szego [5] . Assume p(x) ^ 0 and fl«,(l+x2)p(x)dx< oo. Denote the positive eigenvalues of (1.1) by Ma = M-+ o(A~2)
8A2
as A->co for fixed v, where M = fZ*p(x)dx and a2=f1"x2p(x)dx.
(For the basis of this conjecture, and a discussion of related problems, we refer the reader to the excellent introduction of [5] .) We shall prove a more precise result here, under slightly different hypotheses.
If we denote by P(£) the Fourier transform of p(x), e«*p(x)dx, (The methods employed in the proof of this result could be used to further extend the asymptotic expansion of ~Ku,a, but further refinements do not seem to be especially interesting.)
Note that in this asymptotic expression the first two terms involve only M=F (0) and <r2= -P" (0) , and are local in that they depend only on the behavior of F(^) near £ = 0, while the next term is clearly nonlocal.
When F(£) = (1 +£2)-'/2 the integral involved is easy to evaluate, and we have agreement with Carrier's result, which seems to justify his formal method. (It should be pointed out that the function (1+I2)-1/2 does not satisfy the hypotheses under which our asymptotic expression is obtained; in fact, we must assume 7"(£) =0(|£| ~2) at infinity. This, however, is undoubtedly just a deficiency in the method of proof, and not of the result itself.) The case p(x) =ir~112 exp(-x2) is also worth noting. In this case we obtain Ai,.* = 1--^r1 + o(A-z).
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This result might be compared with those obtained by Bellman and Latter, loc. cit., for the same kernel. The discrete analog of (1.1), the Toeplitz matrices, will also be considered in this paper. If
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 0) = E cje"'1 j =-00
is real and even, we define the wth Toeplitz matrix of /as (1. 3) Tn = Tn(f) = (Cj-k) j, k -0, • • • , n.
Denote the eigenvalues of Tn by (1.4) Xi," ^ X2," ^ • ^ X"+i,".
It is proved in [5, Chapter III] , that if f(6) achieves its maximum at 0 = 0 (and at that point only) and is sufficiently regular, then <rW X"," = M-+ o(n~2) 2n2 for fixed v as re->oo, where M=f(0) and er2= -/" (0) . This is the exact analog of the first two terms of the expansion (1.2). We shall prove the analog of all of (1. 
TJ-Af(8)-M ) 2
The author wishes to express his appreciation to Professor Mark Kac, who introduced the author to the problems considered here, and whose assistance during their solution was invaluable.
Chapter II. Toeplitz matrices i r" i vm -f(e) i 1
The assumption that the maximum of f(8) is achieved at 6 = 0 is unimportant; the point 0 may be replaced by any Oo. Since the Toeplitz matrix corresponding to any translate of f(9) has exactly the same eigenvalues as that corresponding to /(0) itself, it is easy to modify the theorem so that it will hold in the more general case.
2.2. We shall first prove the main theorem for the case when f(8) is a trigonometric polynomial and satisfies the additional Condition Ai. All the complex zeros off(6) -M are simple. The result for general functions will then follow by fairly simple approximation arguments. be an eigenvector of Tn corresponding to the eigenvalue X is that 
Now (2.4) is equivalent to En-kTX=~KEn_kX which, when written out, becomes the system of equations r+k 7. Cr-pXp -AXf, U ^i / ^^ R,
As for (2.4), we calculate FTx(z), obtaining
Thus if we introduce the polynomial (2.7) P(z) = P(z; X) = ckz2k + • • • + c^1 + (c0 -X)z* + ciz*"1 + ■ ■ ■ + ck we have
where we have set
Now by (2.8), we see that (2.5) is equivalent to
Since (2.4) is equivalent to involves only the components Xo, • • • , Xa_i, so that if x0, ■ • • , x,t_i satisfy (2.11) we can define xk, ■ • • , xn successively by means of (2.6) to obtain an eigenvector {x0, • • • , x"}. Thus the multiplicity of X is exactly the number of linearly independent solutions for {x0, • • • , xk-i] of (2.11) and (2.9). Now (2.9) gives an isomorphism between the set of all {^4o, • • • , -4*-i} and all {Xo, • ■ • , Xi_i}. It follows that the multiplicity of X is the number of linearly independent solutions of (2.11) for the quantities ^4o, ■ • • , Ak-i.
In order to bring (2.11) to a workable form we must consider the zeros of P(z). Since, by (2.7) and (2.2), That we may exclude the possibility that X = 17 is easy. For if {xo, • • ■ , xn] is an eigenvector with ^21 xi\ 2~ 1 corresponding to the eigenvalue X, and we set cp(9) = ^x^e''*, we have
Since
-fT\d>(e)\2de= l, and f(9) = 17 at a single point only, it follows that X < M.
Let p run over the various zeros of P(z). Then we have -L-s_l_ p(Z) r p'goos -p) and (2.11) can be written
Now we see from (2.7) that the zeros of P(z) occur in reciprocal pairs, so we may replace each p in (2.13) by 1/p. Since P(z~1)=z2kP(z), we see that we have where Pj^>pJ as X->M (j= ±2, ■ ■ ■ , ±k).
Then D\ is a sum of terms all but two of which, as we shall show, vanish exponentially as re->oo. Note that since min2sys* |p*| >1 we can find a constant p.>l so that 
Under either of the conditions (a) or (b) above we have, by (2.19),
The rest of (2.20), namely
we shall show is bounded. Since each P'(pf)^0, P'(pi) will be bounded away from 0 unless pi -e±iei. We consider three cases. 
Thus (2.21) is 0(1).
Collecting our results, we have shown that in the expansion of £>i by means of (2.17), the sum of those terms for which either (a) or (b) above hold is at most 0(p.~n) as re->oo. There are just two remaining terms, namely that for which the pi are em, pi, ■ ■ ■ , pk and that for which the p* are e~iSl, Pi, ■ ■ ■ , pk. Keeping in mind that
we have, therefore,
In calculating the zeros of 7>i we shall have to make use of the fact that the error term 0(p~") is negligible. However, it is clear that if 0i is of the order of p.-", then the "dominant" term in (2.22) is no larger than the error term. To eliminate this difficulty we shall show that we may assume 0X is not too close to 0, or equivalently that X=/(0i) is not too close to M.
Lemma. There exists a constant A >0 such that if\ is an eigenvalue of Tn, with re sufficiently large, we have \^M -An -2.
The proof is simply a refinement of the proof given in §2.2 that \^M. for sufficiently large re. Thus
Since, by Schwarz's inequality, \(p(6)\ 2^re + l <3re for all 0, Thus D, the determinant of the matrix (2.14), is analytic in a region of the form 0 < | ^i| <5. Consequently £>i is analytic in this same region. (Actually it follows from (2.22) that Di is bounded near 0i = O so it is regular in the entire disc |f?i| <5.)
We know from the lemma of §2.5 that Di is free of zeros in some region 10i | ^Pre-1. We shall confine our attention to the ring
where TV is arbitrarily large but fixed. We may clearly assume, and we do, that B<ir. It will be shown that Di(t?i) has exactly 2N zeros in the region (2.24), these being simple.
Define the polynomial
Then the expressions Yl(e±i>l-p,)2 occurring in (2.22) will both be quite close to Q(l)2. In fact, since the p,(0i) are analytic near 0i = O, and p,(0) =p*, we have, for 0i in the region (2.24), p8=p* + 0(re-1). Clearly e±i>1 = l+0(n-1), so II (e±i91 -P.)2 = QW + 0(n-') s=2
and we obtain from (2.22) (2.25) Di= -2Q(1)2 sin (n + 2)0! + 0(n~Y).
Thus if 0i is a zero of D\ we must have sin (re + 2)0i = O(w-1), which implies
We have found all possible zeros, but it remains to be shown that these actually are zeros. Consider, for fixed v and small «>0, the circle Cv,t with center vT(n + 2)~l and radius e(re+2)-1. For a point 0i on C"," 0! =-+-«*, re + 2 n + 2 we have | -2Q(1)2 sin (n + 2)0i | = 2Q(1)21 sin (ee**) \ > eQ(l)2 for sufficiently small e. Since the term 0(n~x) in (2.25) is <tQ(l)2 for large enough re we may apply Rouche's theorem to conclude that Di has inside the circle C»,« exactly as many zeros, counting multiplicity, as -2()(l)2sin (« + 2)0i. This function, however, has the one zero 0i = wr(re + 2)-1 inside Cv," this being a simple zero. Consequently 7>i has exactly one zero inside C",«, this being simple. Since €>0 is arbitrary we have shown that for each v there is exactly one zero satisfying (2.26), this being a simple zero. (The fact that the zeros 0i are simple implies that the corresponding eigenvalues X =/(0i) have multiplicity one.)
To obtain a more exact expression for the zeros our evaluation of Jj(e±i9i_ps)2 muS(-be more accurate. Setting p,=eie', we have dp, ddB c#i de which, for sufficiently large re, will be larger than the term 0(n~2) appearing in (2.27). Again we apply Rouche's theorem to conclude that the functions Di and D2 have the same number of zeros inside Qe. But D2 is real on the real diameter of C'Vil and has opposite signs at the end-points of this diameter. Thus D2 has a zero in C'Uit, and we have, for the zeros of Dlt the more exact formula
where B is given by (2.28).
Since X =/(0i) and f(6) is even we have, for the eigenvalues, where pf runs over all the zeros of P(z; M) with absolute value greater than 1.
Since these zeros are all simple we have
where r is sufficiently close to (but greater than) 1 and R is sufficiently (and arbitrarily) large. Clearly the first integral tends to 0 as R->oo, so
2«V|.|_ P(a; Jf) 1 -z
We should like to transform this integral to one on the real axis. Letting It follows from the lemma that if we have two Hermitian matrices 7" and U such that (TX, X) ^(UX, X) for all vectors X, then each eigenvalue of T is less than or equal to the corresponding eigenvalue of U. In the case of Toeplitz matrices, we see that if we denote the eigenvalues of the reth Toeplitz matrix of a function / by X","(f) and those of the reth Toeplitz matrix of g by X","(g), then f(9) ^g(9) for all 9 implies X","(/) = A,,,»(g) for all v, re.
Assume f(9) is a trigonometric
polynomial satisfying Condition A, but not necessarily Condition Ai. If f(9) has degree one, it must satisfy Condition Ai, so we may assume the degree of f(9) is at least two.
For small nonzero e define /«(0) = f(e) + e(l -cos 0)2.
Since as Im (0)->oo, |/e(0)| ->co uniformly for small e, we see that the zeros (mod 27r) of all fe(9) -17 lie in a bounded set. I claim that for e sufficiently small f,(9) -M will have, except for a double zero at 0 = 0, only simple zeros. For assume we could find a sequence of e's tending to 0, and for each e a nonzero multiple zero 9t ol ft(9) -M. Since the 9e are bounded we can find, by choosing a subsequence if necessary, a 0o such that 9t->0o. Then 0o is a zero of /(0) -17 of multiplicity m = 2. Note that 0O^O, for otherwise 0 = 0 would be a zero of f(9) -M of multiplicity at least four.
We have We conclude readily from (2.37) that for sufficiently small e the trigonometric polynomials f±e(9) will satisfy Condition A with /±e (0) e^xp(x)dx.
-OO
We shall assume either of the following conditions: Condition B. Let P(£) be real and even, and 0(|£|~2) at infinity. Assume max P(£) = P(0) = M and let £ = 0 be the only value of £ for which this maximum is reached. Assume moreover that P(£) has continuous derivatives up to the second order in some neighborhood of £ = 0, and that ff2= -F"(0) 9^0. Condition B'. In addition to Condition B, let P(£) have continuous derivatives up to the fourth order in some neighborhood of £ = 0.
The main theorems of this chapter are:
Theorem 3. .2) p(i-\d,(x) = XoYi-W).
The solution of (3.2) depends on the zeros of F(t-) -X. Now we may restrict our attention to those X which lie in an arbitrarily small open interval (M, M-5). This is seen as follows. Let <p(x) be a solution of (3.1) normalized so that 2tt j | 4>(x) \2dx = 1. . ll -9a -ll -9a I2 -9a -12 -9a la -9a -la -9a . Thus, in the expansion of Di any term involving e2iAi> is 0(e~iJ-"), so we may write
-Si + 9a -l2 + 9a -la + 9a Si~ 9a S2 -9a Sa-9a
0(<r2^).
1
Si-9a S2 -9a S« -9a II tt. + U*)J II tti " ^)2 *£l Ail 3.4. In calculating the zeros of 7J>2 we shall have to know that the "error" term 0(e~2A") appearing in (3.8) is much smaller than the remaining "dominant" term. It is clear, however, that for 17-X of the order e-iA", or equivalently £i of the order e~iA", the dominant term is roughly the same size as the error term. We eliminate this difficulty by showing that no eigenvalue can get nearly this close to M.
Lemma. There is a constant a>0 such that if X is an eigenvalue of (1.1) with A sufficiently large, then \^M -aA~2.
To prove the lemma, we shall use (3.3) more effectively than was done to show merely that X < 17. For sufficiently small £, we have
[o-2 = -F" (0) We know from the lemma of §3.4 that D2 is free of zeros in some region ||i| =bA_1. We shall confine our attention to the ring
where TV is arbitrarily large but fixed, and we make certain that b<ir/2. We shall show that 772(|i) has exactly 2TV zeros in the region (3.10), these being simple.
We note first that the quantities £* appearing in (3.8) may be replaced by I* without too much of an error. Since P(£*) = P(£i)(=X), Since G( + £i) = G(0) +0(^4_1) we obtain for a first approximation (3.12) 7?2 = 2iG(0)2 sin 24$, + 0(A~1).
Thus if £i is a zero of 7?2 we must have sin 2A^,i = 0(A~l), which implies (3.13) ^ = ^-+o(A-'), u = ± 1, ••-, ±N.
We have located all possible zeros of 7?2 in the region (3.10), but it remains to be shown that these actually are zeros. Consider, for fixed u and small e>0, the circle C",, with center vir/2A and radius e/2A. For a point £i The latter function, however, has the one zero £i = vir/2A inside C",e, this being a simple zero. Consequently 772 has exactly one zero, this being a simple one, inside Cv,e. Since e>0 was arbitrary, we have shown that for each v there is exactly one zero of 7J>2 satisfying (3.13), this being a simple zero. (The fact that the zeros £i are simple implies that the corresponding eigenvalues X = P(£i) have multiplicity one.) To obtain the next order of approximation, we note that
so (3.11) becomes ( G'(0) ) (3.14) Di = 2iG(0)2 < sin 2A^ + 2i -~-cos 2A£i sin M + 0(A~2). Again we may apply Rouche's theorem to conclude from (3.14) that the functions D2 and D3 have the same number of zeros inside C'^t. Now since
is purely imaginary, it is clear from (3.15) that D3 is real for real £i. Since, by (3.17), Dz has opposite signs at the ends of the real diameter of C'"tt, we see that D3, and so also D2, has a zero inside C'Vit. Therefore we have the following more exact expression for the zeros:
where a is given by (3.16).
Since X = F(£i) and P(|) is even we have, for the eigenvalues, By arguments similar to those used in §3.8 we can show that for sufficiently small (nonzero) e, F«(£) will satisfy Condition Bi, i.e., have only simple poles. Therefore we can apply the result of §3.8 to the functions P±«(£), with e>0, and, using the Weyl-Courant Lemma, deduce Theorm 3.2 for the function F(£).
3.10. To rid ourselves finally of the assumption that P(£) is a rational function, we need two simple lemmas. (1 -x)2 2
Since F(%) is four times continuously differentiable near £ = 0, f(x) is twice continuously differentiable near x=l, so g(x) is continuous throughout
